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Shiro Ichiko

Shiro Ichiko is a non-player character played by raz.

Shiro Ichiko

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 Female
Year of Birth: YE 33
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Science Officer (Xenobiology, Bio-engineering)

Rank: Taii
Current Placement: SAINT Mishhurvurthyar Activities Division

Theme Song: Marble Machine

Physical Description

Ichiko is an average sized Neko who weighs 99 pounds. She has full black hair, big green eyes, and
tanned Yamataian skin. While her hips are wider than her bust, she's not completely flat. She keeps bikini
tan lines projected over her skin, even though she's been locked away in prison for the past year. Ichiko's
voice is cool and mellow, but doesn't give the impression she's particularly engaged in conversation
unless she is directly interested in the topic.
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Personality

The Mishhu biologist Shiro Ichiko is an inquisitive and determined Star Army scientist. So much so, in
fact, that she is often (always) blind the rules and ethics that govern scientific advancement. She is
generally agreeable but isn't afraid to correct anybody in matters that involve her expertise. When others
are speaking about nonessential information or something she flat-out isn't interested in, Ichiko might
“zone out” and continue more productive thinking. In those cases, she'll let her Nekovalkyrjan brain keep
track of whatever she's ignoring.

History

Shiro Ichiko was created in YE 33 in the city of Ketsurui no Iori, Yamatai (Planet). She was born just before
the Second Mishhuvurthyar War abruptly ended. In fact, during her creation, Yamatai's prospects of
victory were not certain.

Specifically created to become a science officer, she attended Ketsurui Academy and excelled at the
task. After taking great interest in the Mishhu, she focused on Xenobiology for her master's work and
then specialized in Mishhuvurthyar Biological Combat Systems for her doctorate. She earned a reputation
among her classmates and professors for her knowledge and proficiency at foreseeing favorable
outcomes despite established risk assessment procedures.

Upon entering the fleet, Star Army Intelligence approached Ichiko and gave her a small lab and research
team, knowing she would have no qualms with pursuing further knowledge of Yamatai's greatest enemy.
SPP handlers quickly found that, once established, the novelty of Shiro's research outpaced the orders
her group was given. Already minimal SAINT oversight eroded after the war ended. The situation
eventually caught the attention of the Star Army Investigators, who shut the special program down.

SAINT left Shiro and her researches out to dry. She was demoted and charged with: research on
unauthorized test subjects, creation of unauthorized test subjects, improper interaction with test
subjects, illegal genetic engineering and inhumane treatment of test subjects, among other more minor
charges. By the time SAINT released her from confinement in YE 38, again demanding use of her unique
mind, she'd been imprisoned for over a year.

Skills Learned
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Star Army Common Skills
Star Army Science Officer duties (sensors, general science knowledge)
Science (Bio-Engineering)
Science (Xenobiology)

Mishhuvurthyar Biology

Social Connections

Ichiko name is connected to:

Miharu Yuzuki (Junpu's XO. Seems angry all the time)
Bithut Palmatar Tam (Gartagen test subject on the ship. Friendly and receptive to treatment)
Raphael Kallias (Elysian medical colleague on the ship. Competent surgeon)
Miharu Nao (Chubby mojyo)

Inventory & Finance

Shiro Ichiko has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Shiro Ichiko currently has 3000 KS.
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OOC Information

In the case raz becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Shiro Ichiko
Character Owner raz
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location New Vicky (UX-19)
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taii
SAOY Occupation Star Army Science Officer
SAOY Assignment Vicky
SAOY Entry Year YE 33
DOR Year YE 39
Orders Orders
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